Termly Planning Grid
Autumn 1 2021/22
Week

2
w/b
6/9/21

Literacy
Ghost Hawk

3
w/b
13/9/21

4
w/b
20/9/21

5
w/b
27/9/21

6
w/b
4/10/21

7
w/b
11/10/21

8
w/b
18/10/21

Reading Activities

Narrative writing
Characters

Narrative Writing
Setting Descriptions

Biography writing

Biography Writing

Maths

Place Value

Place Value

Four Operations

Four Operations

Four Operations

Four Operations

Science

Compare and group
together everyday
materials on the basis
of their properties

know that some
materials will dissolve in
liquid to form a
solution, and describe
how to recover a
substance from a
solution
iii. use knowledge of
solids, liquids and gases
to decide how mixtures
might be separated,
including through
filtering, sieving and
evaporating
iv. demonstrate that
dissolving, mixing and
changes of state are
reversible changes

explain that some changes
result in the formation of new
materials, and that this kind of
change is not usually reversible

explain that some changes
result in the formation of new
materials, and that this kind of
change is not usually reversible

explain that some changes
result in the formation of
new materials, and that
this kind of change is not
usually reversible,

Science Fair

To relate maps to real life and
predict the effects of erosion.

To identify geographic features
from photographs.

PGL

Why did the Native Americans
lose their lands?

History
What countries are in
North America?

What biomes are in
North America?

Art
(Drawing)

What does Native
American art look like?

What are pictographs
and petroglyphs?

Computing

Files – creating, saving,
opening, renaming,
folders.
What was Peter’s
denial?

Geography

To discover how the Grand
Canyon was formed and learn
about the Havasupai and the
Hualapai people.

DT
(term 2)

RE

Creating final piece.

What techniques did
Native Americans use?

To know what a word
processing tool is for.

To add and edit images
to a word document

To know how to use word wrap
with images and text.

To change the look of text
within a document.

To add features to a
document to enhance
its look and usability.

To use tables within MS
Word to present
information

What might make God
angry? The money
lenders in the temple.

A woman in trouble – judgement
or forgiveness?

What is the Sacrament of
Reconciliation?

Christian Aid

Prison Chaplains

Creating a ‘new’ church

PE
Cricket

To be able to throw
and catch accurately.

PSHE

Becoming a class team

Music
Recorders

LESSON 1 Watching
and listening

10 Pieces - Rodeo
Hoedown.

MFL
Revising Year
3 content

Greetings – Hello, goodbye, my
name is, How are you?

To be able to develop
batting techniques.

To be able to develop
batting techniques.

To be able to begin bowling
overarm.

To be able to bowl
overarm.

To be able to play a game of
Kwik-Cricket.

Being a school citizen

Rights, responsibilities and
democracy

Rewards and consequences

Our learning charter

LESSON 2 Call and response

Colours – eyes and hair

Numbers to 31
How old are you?

When is your birthday?
Months

Owning our learning charter

LESSON 3 Call and response
melodies

Places (countries)

Where do you live?
Introductions

Revision.

